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OUTLOOK
Short term outlook
▪ The US Embassy in Baghdad ordered the evacuation of ‘non-emergency US government employees’ from the
embassy in Baghdad and consulate in Erbil on May 15. The UK also announced that it increased its threat
level for its personnel in Iraq. This comes amidst heightened tensions between US and Iran, and statements
by US officials indicating a ‘credible threat’ of ‘possible attacks’ against US interests in Iraq. At the time of this
report, no other embassies have followed the US’ decision to evacuate but a number of diplomatic missions
maintain a heightened security posture. Commercial entities have continued operations as normal in Baghdad
and the south, albeit with increased vigilance and monitoring of the situation. Apart from rhetoric and
unspecified threat reporting from US officials, there have been no reported incidents or activity by Iran-aligned
factions to suggest an increased threat.
▪

Although defeated militarily, IS continues to pose a serious and long-term security challenge, especially in the
northern provinces and Anbar, where high levels of asymmetric activity continue. The suicide vest attack in
Sadr City on May 09 also underlines the continuing threat posed by IS cells in Baghdad City who retain intent
to escalate operations, especially during the Ramadan period. Absent a significant escalation in IS activity, the
attack is not assessed to change the security situation in the capital, but a heightened security posture can be
expected for the remaining of the holy month. As always, religious and cultural sensitivities will also increase
during the period.

▪

An increase in protest activity can be expected, especially in the southern region, as temperatures rise ahead
of the summer period. A gradual increase in demonstrations related to local grievances has been observed in
recent weeks and may escalate into larger gatherings, especially in the event of electricity and water shortages.
So far, protests have been peaceful with limited effect on movement and commercial operations, but disruptions
can be expected in the event of an uptick in civil unrest.

▪

One lane along the 14th of July street remains open for public access into the International Zone between
1700hrs and 1030hrs daily. Additional 24-hour periods of public transit will be allowed on weekends and bank
holidays. Weekend opening will run from 1700hrs on Thursdays through to 1030hrs on Sundays. On April 28,
a spokesperson for PM Mahdi’s office said ISF are in the final stages of preparing the opening of the IZ for
24hrs which is expected to take place in early May.

▪ Political focus now remains on the four Cabinet of Minister positions that remain unresolved, including those of
the Defence and Interior Ministers. Opposition from Moqtada Al-Sadr’s Sairoun alliance to the selection of
partisan figures for the remaining posts means that there is an associated risk of demonstrations as tensions
remain high, especially in Baghdad.

Medium to long term outlook
▪

Sectarian violence can be expected to continue in areas of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS
operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and southwestern Kirkuk. Attacks will continue to target
security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security
forces.

▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an
insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets,
the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and
along the Hamrin Mountains.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
US Embassy ordered partial evacuation of diplomatic staff amidst US-Iran tensions
Regional and national reporting was dominated this week by increasing tensions between Iran and the US,
culminating in a decision by the US State Department on May 15 to evacuate ‘non-essential’ diplomatic staff from
its embassy in Baghdad and consulate in Erbil. This follows weeks of gradually increasing tensions between the
two sides and classified but unspecified threat reporting from US officials suggesting the possibility of attacks
against US interests by Iranian proxies and groups aligned with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC).

Tribal elders call for expulsion of PMUs from liberated areas
Following a meeting in Erbil, a group of Sunni tribal elders released a statement demanding the removal of the
PMUs from areas liberated from IS, including Nineveh province and the disputed areas of northern Iraq. According
to a statement published by the Saudi-owned al-Arabiyah channel, the elders are concerned that current US-Iran
tensions will lead to clashes on the ground in areas where US and PMU forces operate in close proximity.

New Governor of Nineveh elected
The Nineveh Provincial Council elected Mansour Marid as the new Governor of Nineveh following a chaotic
election process marked by bribery accusations and repeated calls for a dissolution of the council and
postponement of the vote. Marid is a provincial MP of the al-Ataa coalition and won 28 votes in the 39 seat council
however demonstrations broke out in Mosul in response to the vote and political tensions remain high following
the controversial election.
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OVERVIEW
Political & Security Overview
US Embassy ordered partial evacuation of diplomatic staff amidst US-Iran tensions
Regional and national reporting was dominated this week by increasing tensions between Iran and the US,
culminating in a decision by the US State Department on May 15 to evacuate ‘non-essential’ diplomatic staff from
its embassy in Baghdad and consulate in Erbil. This follows weeks of gradually increasing tensions between the
two sides and classified threat reporting from US officials suggesting the possibility of attacks against US interests
by Iranian proxies and groups aligned with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC).
On May 16, the UK increased its threat level for its personnel in Iraq and diplomatic missions in Baghdad have
maintained a heightened security posture during the week. Many observers have suggested that the UK decision
to increase its threat level was motivated by a political necessity to display unity alongside the US after Major
General Chris Dhika, the top UK military officer in the international coalition, suggested earlier in the week that the
was “no increased threat” from Iran-aligned forces, directly contradicting claims by US officials. The comments
prompted a swift response from CENTCOM and UK officials, including Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt, have
maintained that the UK agrees with the US’ assessment regarding the Iranian threat. Dhika’s comments raised
questions about the validity of the threat reports however and the conflicting signals from the coalition during the
week seem to suggest internal differences regarding threat perceptions, as well as between US and its allies.
Iraqi officials have also expressed criticism of the US’ decision to evacuate with several high-level officials
questioning the move. On May 15, Prime Minister Mahdi said there was no information to suggest an increased
threat from Iran while the Ministry of Foreign Affairs deemed the move ‘unnecessary’ while adding that the situation
in Iraq was stable. Germany and Netherlands, who suspended training missions of Iraqi personnel earlier in the
week in response to heightened tensions, signaled towards the end of the week that they will resume the missions
in the coming days. The Dutch Ministers of Defence and Foreign Affairs reportedly informed the Dutch Lower
House of Representatives that they expect the mission to resume on May 20. Meanwhile, officials at the German
Ministry of Defence also told reporters that they were re-evaluating the security situation in Iraq in coordination
with other coalition partners and would likely resume the mission this weekend or by May 20.
COMMENT: ‘A resumption of the training missions would constitute another sign of de-escalation and may calm
international concerns following days of increased tensions. President Trump made it clear this week that he does
not want war with Iran and the international coalition has reportedly de-escalated its force protection measures.
Apart from rhetoric there have still not been any reported indications or incidents that would point to a heightened
threat from Iran or its aligned factions in Iraq, and the content of the US threat reporting has not been specified.
Reports in open sources pointed to images of alleged Iranian missiles in the Persian Gulf and a meeting between
IRGC Commander Qassem Soleimani and Iraqi militia leaders in Baghdad some weeks ago as being behind the
increased threat perception. With Iran already retaining a significant missile capability in the Gulf and Soleimani
regularly meeting PMU leaders in Baghdad, neither event would necessarily constitute anything unusual.
Some NATO and US officials, briefed on the content of the threat reporting, told media outlets under conditions of
anonymity that there was nothing extraordinary about the intelligence and questioned the US’ response, including
its decision to evacuate diplomatic staff from Baghdad and Erbil. Similar sentiments were expressed by European
officials who attended a brief by US State Secretary Mike Pompeo in Brussels earlier in the week in which he
reportedly presented intelligence on the matter without any significant response from the leaders in Brussels.’
COMMENT ENDS
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Tribal elders call for expulsion of PMUs from liberated areas
Following a meeting in Erbil, a group of Sunni tribal elders released a statement demanding the removal of the
PMUs from areas liberated from IS, including Nineveh province and the disputed areas of northern Iraq. According
to a statement published by the Saudi-owned al-Arabiyah channel, the elders are concerned that current US-Iran
tensions will lead to clashes on the ground in areas where US and PMU forces operate in close proximity;
spokesperson Muzahim al-Hawit, a tribal spokesperson based in Erbil, said the PMUs have set up missiles ready
to target US bases in some areas and called on the government to remove these forces to prevent escalation. AlHawit also accused the PMUs of running secret prisons in these areas and that they would use the prisoners as
human shield in the event of a confrontation with the US. In response, Ali al-Husseini, a senior PMU figure and
commander of the northern axis of the PMUs, dismissed the claims as propaganda fabricated by the tribes
supported by the US and the Gulf states to discredit the PMUs. COMMENT: ‘This is not the first time that Sunni
tribal elders with ties to Erbil have called on the PMUs to be removed, often based on questionable and
exaggerated claims of malign practises carried out by the PMUs in these areas. The statements by the Sunni
elders come amidst evidence of increased sectarian rhetoric from local tribal leaders about the PMU
presence. This, and other considerations, prompted a decision last week to remove PMU factions from around
Tal Afar and replace these forces with Iraqi Army however a complete redeployment of Shia PMU factions away
from the Sunni areas is unlikely to take place. Given reports of increased IS activity, it is however likely that
insurgent sympathisers will attempt to capitalise on these sectarian dynamics to stoke local resentment and
tensions.’ COMMENT ENDS
New Governor of Nineveh elected
The Nineveh Provincial Council elected Mansour Marid as the new Governor of Nineveh following a chaotic
election process marked by bribery accusations and repeated calls for a dissolution of the council and
postponement of the vote. Marid is a provincial MP of the al-Ataa coalition and won 28 votes in the 39 seat
council. Before the vote Parliament reportedly issued an order calling on the council to postpone the session in
response to reports that votes were being sold between members of the council, however most deputies refused
and proceeded with the vote on May 13 as planned. Muqtada al-Sadr and Haider al-Abadi both issued statements
calling for the council to be dissolved. 11 members of the council reportedly walked out in protest and protesters
gathered outside the provincial council to demand its dissolution. The protest was organised by opponents on
Marid who, like many in Parliament, called for the crisis management cell, which was set up following former
Governor Akoub’s dismissal in March, to continue administering the province.
COMMENT: ‘Marid’s controversial election is unlikely to settle political tensions in the province which remain high
and characterised by a long-standing stand-off between, essentially, three factions: one led by al-Fatah aligned
and pro-PMU al-Ataa coalition; the second led by the Kurdish KDP/PUK dominated ‘Brotherhood faction’; and a
third faction, Nineveh is our Identity, which is aligned with former Governor Athil al-Nujaifi who was sacked by
parliament during the IS’ takeover. According to local reports, yesterday’s protest was organised by supporters of
Nineveh is our Identity and led by Abdullah al-Nujaifi, son of Athil al-Nujaifi. Marid’s election will likely pave the
way for a continued PMU presence in Nineveh which, as seen by recent protestations by tribal factions in the
province, remains a source of tension. Meanwhile, further infighting can be expected in the council given the
controversial circumstances of Marid’s election which will likely continue to hamper political progress on key issues,
such as reconstruction, displacement and stabilisation efforts in rural areas which continue to experience high
levels of IS activity.’ COMMENT ENDS
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT
Countrywide Military/Security Situation
Northern Provinces

Activity in the northern region continued this week to follow established and long-standing patterns, with hostilities
and ISF operations confined to areas which continue to experience high levels of violence. These include rural
areas of Nineveh province, predominantly in the southwest, south-western Kirkuk and northern Diyala province.
There were no large-scale incidents reported this week and the main population centres of northern Iraq, including
the provincial capitals of the northern provinces, continue to experience relatively little IS-related activity. The vast
majority of incidents recorded in the main cities are assessed to be related to criminal and local disputes rather
than terrorism, which remains confined to rural areas characterised by less security.
In Nineveh province, security operations this week were focused on areas south of Mosul and the southwest,
including Baaj district where ISF launched a large-scale operation towards the end of the week. PMU forces also
spearheaded operations in Qayrawan sub-district west of Mosul, reportedly killing three suicide bombers on May
13. In a notable development, the commander of Nineveh Operations Command said in a statement that residents
of 50 villages in Nineveh will be armed in response to an increase in IS activity; this follows a meeting between the
commander and tribal chiefs in rural areas of the province. COMMENT: ‘The statement did not specify where the
villages are located but this comes in response to an increase in IS attacks in recent months predominantly
targeting citizens in rural areas, such as al-Baaj district, far away from the main population centres in the
Confidential and proprietary © GardaWorld
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province. In response, multiple calls have been raised by local political leaders for additional security deployments
which have been partially but not sufficiently met. The announcement is an implicit acknowledgement of the
validity of the concerns raised which have previously been dismissed by military officials as exaggerations for
political purposes. It also signals a significant policy shift following long-standing reluctance in Baghdad about
arming local tribes in Sunni areas out of fear that these weapons may end up with the insurgents.’ COMMENT
ENDS
No major incidents were recorded in Mosul City however political tensions are high in the city following the
controversial election of a new governor (also see National Overview Section). Demonstrations were reported
outside the provincial council building on two occasions by protesters demanding the resolution of the council and
the crisis management cell to take over administrative duties. At least one of the protests were organised by
political factions opposed to the new governor and further demonstrations are likely to take place.
There were no notable changes observed in Kirkuk province where the vast majority of hostilities remain confined
to the southwestern areas of the province. Activity this week was again characterised by low-level asymmetric
attacks targeting ISF and the civilian population. Two power transmission towers were sabotaged when
unidentified individuals detonated multiple IEDs near the village of Mahmudiyah in southwestern Hawija district on
May 11. There was no clear attribution for the attacks but IS militants have targeted electricity infrastructure on
multiple occasions in the past. ISF also announced that additional Federal Police (FB) reinforcements will be
deployed to areas west of Kirkuk City, presumably Hawijah district where two attacks were reported this week
targeting federal police units, killing nine FP members in total according to security officials quoted in national
media. One incident of note was recoded in Kirkuk City where a FP captain survived an assassination attempt
while transiting on the Kirkuk airport road on May 11. Activity in the city was otherwise subdued.
A relatively uneventful period was noted in both Salah al-Din and Diyala province this week with no extraordinary
developments observed. ISF carried out security operations in areas along the Hamrin Mountains, eastern Salah
al-Din, and west of Baiji, clearing multiple IEDs and reportedly killing multiple IS militants. Security operations led
by the Sadrist Peace Brigades were also reported in areas southwest of Samarra, as part of a long-standing effort
by these forces to secure the western desert areas. Due to the religious significance of Samarra, these operations
can be expected to continue for the remainder of Ramadan. Diyala province continues to experience high levels
of activity in the Diyala River Valley and Khanaqin district, driven by a mix of local tensions and IS activity. Lowyield IED attacks and SAF was recorded on multiple occasions outside Muqdadiyah and Jalawla this week,
resulting in low numbers of casualties. PMU forces also launched security operations around Lake Hamrin,
involving the use of artillery strikes and Iraqi airstrikes, which again underlines the ISF’s struggle to control the
ground in these areas.
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Anbar Province

Few hostile incidents were recorded in Anbar province this week where reporting remains dominated by ISF
operations in the west and minor activity in the east. ISF operations were predominantly concentrated around
Rutbah district in an ongoing effort to control large desert areas where IS retains significant operational freedom.
According to security officials quoted by national media outlets, ISF have also taken steps to enhance security
measures along the Syrian border region in western Anbar, including the deployment of additional security forces,
extra checkpoints and regular reconnaissance missions carried out by Iraqi aircraft to monitor movements. In
separate reporting, Iraqi security officials were also quoted saying that US forces have commenced
reconnaissance operations along the Baghdad-Amman international highway. The same officials said the
international coalition has intensified operations in the western Anbar desert areas but that the reason for this is
not clear. In eastern Anbar, ISF carried out criminal arrests in Khalidiyah district and reportedly seized a rocket
propelled grenade during a raid in the district.
An uneventful period was observed in east Anbar, with minor arrest operations and clearance operations
continuing in Ramadi and Fallujah district. Occasional arrests continue to be made under article IV terrorism around
Fallujah district but these are assessed to be arbitrary in nature and most likely related to criminal activity rather
than terrorism.
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City)

No large-scale attacks took place in Baghdad City this week and there has been no further indications of
heightened IS activity following last week’s suicide attack in Sadr City; absent a further escalation, the attack is
not assessed to have changed the security situation in the capital. Hostile activity this week was once against
marked by low-level attacks assessed to be related to criminality and local disputes, with the vast majority recorded
in areas characterised by high levels of violence such as Sadr City, New Baghdad and Adhamiyah. In central
Baghdad, an IED detonated outside a liquor store in the vicinity of Uqba Bin Nafia Square in Karada district in the
evening on May 14. There were no casualties reported but footage from the scene showed extensive damage to
the store. The incident is characteristic of Shia militia activity during times of heightened religious sensitivities, such
as Ramadan, when liquor stores and their owners are often targeted for intimidation.
Minor demonstrations were also recorded in the central districts related to long-standing grievances. Notably, a
demonstration in the vicinity of the Prime Minister’s office in Karkh district, north of the International Zone, turned
violent on May 14 when ISF reported injured several protesters after firing warning shots. There were no official
statements by the ISF and the incident did not escalate but further tensions and demonstrations outside the PM’s
office are likely. The demonstration involved approximately 50 and was organised by former ISF members who
have gathered in the area on an intermittent basis in recent months.
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Southern Provinces

The main incident in the southern region occurred on May 15 when clashes broke out between Sadrist followers
and security guards outside al-Bashir Mall in Najaf following a decision by Muqtada al-Sadr to expel five influential
members of the Sadrist trend, including the owner of the mall and Kadhim al-Azawi, the acting military commander
within the Sadrist Peace Brigades. In response, Sadrist followers gathered outside the mall, and a larger number
reportedly stormed the building and set it on fire. Security guards opened fire in response and according to the
ISF four people were killed and at least 17 wounded. Concurrent reports suggested protests extended to other
provincial capitals, including Basra, Karbala, Diwaniyah, Wasit and Hillah, but these did not result in any violence.
COMMENT: ‘The Political Committee of the Sadrist Movement commented on the protests, demanding
accountability and legal action to be taken against the assailants, presumably referring to the security guards who
opened fire. Al-Sadr himself has not officially responded to the events on May 15 however, in an apparent attempt
to defuse tensions, statements disseminated via Sadrist social media platforms urged followers to cease protests
and sit-ins during Ramadan and wait for further developments.’ COMMENT ENDS Activity elsewhere in the south
conformed to long-standing trends and there were no significant developments reported.
Violence in Basra City was limited overall and as usual related to local disputes. Isolated SAF attacks were
recorded in Basra City, Zubayr and Abu al-Khasib, all seemingly related to local violence. Protest activity was also
limited; with the exception of a minor Sadrist gathering in response to the events in Najaf, protests were related to
local grievances and small-scale.
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ACRONYM LIST
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest
AKA - Also Known As
AO - Area of Operations
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED
AQ - Al-Qaeda
AT - Anti-Tank
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED
BBIED - Body Borne IED
Bde - Brigade
Bn - Battalion
BXP - Border Crossing Point
CET - Convoy Escort Team
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens
CoP - Chief of Police
CP - Check Point
C-PERS - Captured Personnel
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems)
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack
DBS - Drive by Shooting
Div - Division
DoD - Department of Defense
DoS - Department of State
DoS - US Department of State
ECP - Entry Control Point
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad)
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War
FoM - Freedom of Movement
GoI - Government of Iraq
HCN - Host Country National
HG - Hand Grenade
HME - Home Made Explosive
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun
HVT - High Value Target
IC - International Community
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars)
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission
IED - Improvised Explosive Device
IM - International Military
IOC - International Oil Company
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher
IS - Islamic State
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point
IVO - In Vicinity Of
IZ - International Zone
KIA - Killed in Action
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED)
MIA - Missing in Action
MoD - Ministry of Defense
MoF - Ministry of Finance
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education
MoI - Ministry of Interior
MoJ - Ministry of Justice
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MoO - Ministry of Oil
MoT - Ministry of Transportation
MSR - Main Supply Route
NFDK - No Further Details Known
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity)
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report
OCG - Organized Crime Group
OPF - Oil Protection Force
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN
Term)
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF)
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF)
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire
PSC - Private Security Company
PSD - Private Security Detail
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade
RTA - Road Traffic Accident
SAF - Small Arms Fire
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE
SF - Special Forces
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest
TCN - Third Country National
TCP - Traffic Control Point
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint
WIA - Wounded in Action
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and
our clients in their decision-making.
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily,
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for,
manage, and respond to risks.
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to
individual client requirements, please contact us: or contact our regional representative iraq.ram@garda.com
(Mobile: +964 7823 783 972)
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com

GARDAWORLD
A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions.
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives,
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their
business.
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com
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